THE MATH

Won’t go to
college
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Will drop out
of high school

Only 1 in 10 low-income students will graduate college

Will go to college,
but not finish
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Higher Expectations

Class of 2030

We set expectations early and high. Each class of
students is named for the year when they are
expected to complete college. So when we welcome
our kindergarteners this fall, we’ll be saying hello to
the class of 2030.

THE EQUATION
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Character = Grit + Zest + Self-Control

=

We have a proven model for getting kids to college

Belief =

(A + B) x C
Academics = Rigor + Joy + Data

Character Adds Up

s *ESSE LEARNS HIS LETTERS THE SELF CONTROL NEEDED TO
read without getting distracted.

s 9OLANDA PRACTICES HER CHORDS THE GRIT TO KEEP GOING
even when every note seems off.

s "RIAN MASTERS MATH ZEST WHEN HE DIVIDES jellybeans
with his friends, not just numbers in a formula.

A new formula for getting kids through college

THE CHEMISTRY
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A Committed KIPP Advisor
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Finding the Right College Match
Integrating Socially & Academically
Navigating Financial Hurdles
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The Elements Of A Bond

Chris has been working with Octavio since he was
in 8th grade — calling plays from a college advisory
playbook, helping with college applications, and sticking
WITH HIM YEAR IN AND YEAR OUT AFTER SCHOOL "Y THAT WE
mean after high school and all the way through college.
Octavio graduates from Cornell in the fall.

THE POETRY
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Today almost 4 in 10 KIPPsters graduate from college

And we’re working on the other 6
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Work Hard.
Be Nice.

The Sweet Sound Of Success
When our children
graduate college, they are
more likely to live longer,
earn more and secure a
better life for themselves
and their children.

KIPP students are four times more likely to graduate
college than other low-income children across the
country. And we are doing it at a cost comparable to,
or better than, other public schools.

